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Abstract

• A growing number of studies suggest that common ownership caused

cooperation among firms to increase and competition to decrease.

• We take a closer look at four approaches used to identify these effects. We

find that the effects that some studies have attributed to common

ownership are caused by other factors, such as differential responses of

firms (or industries) to the 2008 financial crisis.

• We propose a modification to one of the previously used empirical

approaches that is less sensitive to these issues. Using this to re-evaluate the

link between common ownership and firm outcomes, we find little robust

evidence that common ownership affects firm behavior.
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1. Introduction

企业行为

合作监管要求 无影响

资产管理行业并购
和指数投资增长

盈利、投资（研发）
并购、战略联盟等

度量 C-Index

识别

• a broad sample of mergers

between financial institutions

• the Blackrock/BGI merger

• additions to the S&P 500

• reconstitutions of Russell

1000/2000 indices

• mergers occurring during 

2008 and 2009

• alternative control samples

实证检验困难



2. Literature overview



3. Data

• Institutional holdings:1980 to March 2013 period, Refinitiv

June 2013 to 2015 period, WRDS

missing data, EDGAR

• Mmergers, joint ventures, and strategic alliances Securities

Data: Company (SDC) database of Refinitiv

• S&P 500 additions, CRSP

• Financial statement information, Compustat

• Information on Russell Index reconstitutions, FactSet



4. Measurement of cross-ownership

We form a product of a shareholder’s stakes in the two firms and aggregate the

products across all common shareholders:

where μi,j (μi,k) equals the ownership percentage of investor i in firm j (firm k).

This firm-pair measure can be aggregated across all of a firm’s rivals to form a

firm-level measure:

where wk represents the weight of each rival firm k, and μij and μik represent

investor i’s ownership percentages in each firm.



4. Measurement of cross-ownership

These measures can be further aggregated to obtain industry-level measures, as

used in other studies. For example, aggregating the firm-level measure across all

firms in an industry yields:

Deflating this expression by the squared holdings of manager i in firm j provides a

measure that is analogous to the Modified Hirschmann-Herfindahl Index (MHHI)

delta developed by O’Brien and Salop (2000) and employed by Azar et al.

(2018a).



5. Evidence on cross-ownership using financial 

institutions mergers

5.1. Sample

➢ We form a sample of financial institution mergers broadly following the criteria

outlined in He and Huang (2017), with several modifications.

This process generates a sample of 248 financial institution mergers, 64 of which

meet our criteria for the selection of treatment firms (described below).

➢ We construct both treatment and control samples around the financial institution

mergers following the procedure in He and Huang (2017).

The resulting sample of treatment firms consists of 1894 pairs (947 firm

combinations), across 934 firms.





5.2. Identification challenges

One potential concern is that the occurrence of the financial institution mergers is

correlated with broader trends in the affected industries.





5.3. Cross-ownership changes around financial institution

mergers



5.3. Cross-ownership changes around financial institution

mergers







5.4. The effects of cross-ownership on firm choices

5.4.1. Baseline results





5.4.2. Industry effects behind the spurious results

Treatment Firms come disproportionally from high growth industries such as drugs

(SIC 283, representing 15.0% of the treatment sample) and computer & data

processing services (SIC 737, 11.0% of sample). In contrast, the two most common

industries in Control FirmsDI include commercial banks (SIC 602, 9.4% of sample)

and electronic components & accessories (SIC 367, 3.1% of sample).



5.4.3. Effects of common ownership based on alternative control samples





5.4.4. Effects of common ownership on alternative outcome variables

Table 7

Differences-in-differences regressions of other outcome measures, around financial institution mergers.



5.4.5. Do lower common ownership thresholds lead to similar outcomes?



Internet Appendix Table A10: Difference-in-difference regressions of Cross-ownership Index 

around mergers of financial institutions using alternative thresholds for cross-ownership.



5.4.6. The effects on mergers, joint ventures, and strategic alliances



6. Evidence on cross-ownership using index additions







7. Conclusion

• There would likely be costs to limiting common ownership. A careful

examination of the issue is warranted.

• Across multiple potential sources of identification, we conclude that

most do not represent viable methods of isolating the effects of

common ownership.

• We propose two sources of identification that are less sensitive to

these issues: financial institutions mergers outside of the 2008–2009

period, or a more complete sample of mergers with close matching of

treatment and control firms.

• We find no evidence that common ownership causes increases in firm

coordination. We attribute prior evidence that common ownership

causes these effects to a combination of inappropriate instruments and

inappropriate control samples.
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